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How do these attacks happen over the Internet? 



What Internet security problems plague us today?

(1) Vulnerable/Exposed Services on the Internet
(a) Sensitive data leakage
(b) Ransomware
(c) Botnets → Distributed Denial of Service

(2) “Bulletproof”/ “Neutral” Hosting
(a) Network attacks
(b) Misinformation 

Real world consequences 

(attacks on natural resources, hospitals, information sources, vaccination rates)



How are network intrusion attacks orchestrated on the Internet? 



Colonial Pipeline ransomware attack - May 2021

- May 7: Attackers 
penetrate, encrypt, and 
hold internal systems for 
ransom 

- May 7 -- May 12: colonial 
pipeline operations are 
shut down 

- Fuel shortages across 
the entire east coast 
(affected drivers, airlines, 
etc)



- Responsible for 
Colonial Pipeline 
Hack 

- Operates from 
Russia

DarkSide (“Ransomware-as-a-Service”)



How do attackers (and researchers) find 
Internet services to gain control of (study) ?



Finding services using Internet scanning 

- Internet Scanning: The process of connecting to IP addresses on chosen 
ports in order to detect active services
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Most commonly used* TCP Internet scanning methodology
Client

SYN

SYN/ACK

RST

ZMap

HTTP

ZGrab

“HTTP GET/”

Server
  Port 80

Layer 4 Handshake:
 find all TCP responsive hosts

Layer 7 Handshake:
 find what service is running on 
the host

“Service Banner” 



Layer 4 Internet scanning (continued)

Connect 

Data



Finding services using Internet scanning 

IPv4: connect to all ~2^32 IP addresses on a subset of “interesting” ports and 
protocols
 (e.g., HTTP/80, TLS/443, TELNET/23)

- ~1 hour to scan 100% of IPv4 on 1 port at 1Gb/s bandwidth



Finding services using Internet scanning 

IPv4: connect to all ~2^32 IP addresses on a subset of “interesting” ports and 
protocols
 (e.g., HTTP/80, TLS/443, TELNET/23)

- ~1 hour to scan 100% of IPv4 on 1 port at 1Gb/s bandwidth

IPv6: not possible to connect to all ~2^128 IP addresses...need a smart way of 
predicting which IP addresses will most likely respond 

- IPv6 scanning is an open research problem!



- “Internet search engines” 
exist to help map and track 
all services on the Internet

- Companies operating 
Internet search engines scan 
the Internet for you





Internet Scanning

- Researchers use Internet scanning to:
- Uncover new attacks (e.g., DDoS amplification techniques, email delivery security)
- Understand botnets (Mirai)
- Find cryptographic weaknesses (TLS, SSH, Web PKI)
- Examine industrial control system/ IoT deployment
- Study censorship 
- Measure operator behavior
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- Researchers use Internet scanning to:
- Uncover new attacks (e.g., DDoS amplification techniques, email delivery security)
- Understand botnets (Mirai)
- Find cryptographic weaknesses (TLS, SSH, Web PKI)
- Examine industrial control system/ IoT deployment
- Study censorship 
- Measure operator behavior

- Attackers use Internet scanning to:
- Find and exploit services
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- Slow down scanning speeds to not overwhelm end networks (major 
bottleneck in Internet scanning)

- You might have a 40Gb/s link--but you should not be scanning at 40Gb/s, or you might denial 
of service a small end-network
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How did DarkSide infiltrate Colonial Pipeline?

- “RockYou2021” password leak (~8.2 billion credentials) on the dark web 
- Contained an outdated, but still used, credential to a Colonial Pipeline Virtual Private Network 

(VPN) 
- Businesses typically use a VPN to give remote employees access to internal applications and 

data, or to create a single shared network between multiple office locations.

"It was a complicated password, I want to be clear on that. It was not a Colonial123-type 
password." - Colonial Pipeline CEO in Senate Hearing
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How did DarkSide infiltrate Colonial Pipeline?

- “RockYou2021” password leak (~8.2 billion credentials) on the dark web 
- Contained an outdated, but still used, credential to a Colonial Pipeline VPN 

- Businesses typically use a VPN to give remote employees access to internal applications and 
data, or to create a single shared network between multiple office locations.

- Scanned to find all VPNs (e.g., port 427 if using VMware ESXi, port 3389 if 
searching for applications that use the Remote Desk Protocol) 

- Try the Colonial Pipeline/leaked credentials
- Attempted the credential---no two-factor authentication (legacy VPN)---so it 

just worked!
- Direct access to internal network/systems/files. 



Once inside a network, attackers “laterally move’’



Lateral Movement

(1) Reconnaissance: explore and map the network (e.g., netstat, ifconfig, arp 
cache, ip tables…)

(2) Privilege Escalation: gain access to the credentials needed to log into the next 
server (e.g., social engineering, exploit)

(3) Movement 



DarkSide succeeds in lateral movement...and 
begins encrypting ~100GB of their files



Aftermath of Colonial Pipeline Hack

- Colonial Pipeline shuts down to stop 
lateral movement / ransomware spread

- FBI, CISA, DoE, DHS all notified
- Colonial Pipeline pays ransom 

- It is illegal for companies to pay ransom to 
terrorist organizations, but it is not illegal (only 
“advised against”) to pay ransoms in general
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Aftermath of Colonial Pipeline Hack

- Colonial Pipeline shuts down to stop 
lateral movement / ransomware spread

- FBI, CISA, DoE, DHS all notified
- Colonial Pipeline pays ransom 

- It is illegal for companies to pay ransom to 
terrorist organizations, but it is not illegal (only 
“advised against”) to pay ransoms in general

- Colonial ends up using its own back-ups 
to restore data

- DarkSide regrets going high-profile
- FBI recovers some of the ransom money 

(blockchain analysis + secrets)



DarkSide has used more sophisticated ways to gain 
access to networks…

- Critical VPN/ Remote Access tools CVEs (Common Vulnerabilities and 
Exposures)

- CVE-2021-20016 : “A SQL-Injection vulnerability in the SonicWall SSLVPN SMA100 product allows a 
remote unauthenticated attacker to perform SQL query to achieve remote control execution”

- CVE-2019-554/ CVE-2020-3992: Targets a use-after-free bug in VMware ESXi that allows an attacker 
to achieve remote control execution 

May 2021 (Shodan)
https://cybersecurityworks.com/blog/ransomware/darkside-the
-ransomware-that-brought-a-us-pipeline-to-a-halt.html

https://www.tenable.com/cve/CVE-2021-20016


The BrightSide of DarkSide



An increasingly common variation: software 
supply chain attacks



MOVEit ransomware attacks - 2023

- Zero-day SQL injection vulnerability in MOVEit file transfer software
- New CVE, old OWASP vulnerability class

- Cl0p ransomware gang seem to have developed attack for ~2 years before 
mass-exploiting organizations using MOVEit
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MOVEit ransomware attacks - 2023

- Zero-day SQL injection vulnerability in MOVEit file transfer software
- New CVE, old OWASP vulnerability class

- Cl0p ransomware gang seem to have developed attack for ~2 years before 
mass-exploiting organizations using MOVEit

- Hundreds of organizations affected, including British Airways, the BBC, Shell, 
Ernst & Young, US Medicare/Medicaid Services, US Department of Energy… 
and Stanford Healthcare and LPCH

Via Zellis (payroll 
services provider)Via Maximus (govt 

health tech services 
contractor)

Via Welltok (patient 
engagement & 

wellness platform)



MOVEit ransomware attacks - 2023

- MOVEit issued a patch quickly and organizations scrambled to apply it, but 
attackers were faster

- Cl0p has demanded money from organizations in exchange for not leaking all 
their data

- Many leaks have already happened and will likely continue to



How should one protect an Internet service 
from Internet Scans?



Defenses against Internet Scanning

- Don’t expose unnecessary services to the public internet
- Constantly upgrade (CVEs get patched all the time)



Defenses against Internet Scanning

- Don’t expose unnecessary services to the public internet
- Constantly upgrade (CVEs get patched all the time)

Not “good-practice” defenses (i.e., obscuring a service):

- Use IPv6 address
- May show up in passive data sources (e.g., DNS, network taps)

- Use an unassigned/unexpected port
- New scanners/techniques have been developed to find such hosts



How to detect unassigned port usage 

How to detect port 80 is actually hosting SSH?
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How to detect unassigned port usage 

How to detect port 80 is actually hosting SSH?

Use LZR (a system for identifying unexpected Internet services)

- sends specially crafted network packets to fingerprint the running service
- can detect up to 18 unique popular protocols (HTTP, SSH, TLS, etc) with 1 packet

How to detect that an IoT manufacturer configured a group of devices to use port 
12345 to host Telnet?

Use GPS (a system for discovering IPv4 services across all ports)

- Using a small “seed scan”, detects patterns of port usage (by computing massive 
conditional probabilities) for groups of devices 



How to detect unassigned port usage 

- How to detect an individual operator decision to assign a single service to a 
random port?

- Passive data source
- Brute force scanning
- ??



Security Through Obscurity: Port Knocking

“Knock” on a sequence of 
ports before being allowed 
into the port that is hosting 
the service

- Unsolved: how to 
detect and bypass port 
knocking



Where do other attackers originate?
What do they target?



Bureau 121 

- A group within the North Korean General Bureau of Reconnaissance that is in 
charge of cyber warfare 

- UN 2019 reported that North Korea raised > $2 billion from hacking (and 
spends the $ on nuclear missile development) 

- North Korea generally denies involvement
- Affiliated with Lazarus group (also from North Korea)
- U.S Justice Department indicted 3 men from this group for:

- 2014 hack of Sony Pictures
- the global “WannaCry ransomware contagion” of 2017
- the theft of roughly $200 million and attempted theft of more than $1.2 billion from banks and other 

victims worldwide.



WannaCry / WannaCrypt Attack

- The NSA developed an exploit (“EternalBlue”) and a backdoor tool 
(“DoublePulsar”) that both target Microsoft SMB (port 445)

- SMB “Server Message Block” protocol allows users to access files on remote servers

- Exploit/backdoor sends specially crafted packets using SMB to allow for remote code execution on server
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- The NSA developed an exploit (“EternalBlue”) and a backdoor tool 
(“DoublePulsar”) that both target Microsoft SMB (port 445)

- SMB “Server Message Block” protocol allows users to access files on remote servers

- Exploit/backdoor sends specially crafted packets using SMB to allow for remote code execution on server

- Exploit/Backdoor leaked by “The Shadow Brokers” hacker group
- Microsoft releases patches (Microsoft was unaware that vulnerabilities had even existed 

before..)...but not all organizations update in time

- Bureau 121 uses EternalBlue and DoublePulsar to build a ransomware attack 
(WannaCry)
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- Upon Infection, WannaCry will:
- (1) Encrypt all the content + demands a ransom 
- (2) Scan for other vulnerable targets (within internal network and external network) to replicate 

infection 



WannaCry / WannaCrypt Attack

- Upon Infection, WannaCry will:
- (1) Encrypt all the content + demands a ransom 
- (2) Scan for other vulnerable targets (within internal network and external network) to replicate 

infection 
- If target already has DoublePulsar  (creates a back door and allows for root execution of 

code):
- Infect machine with WannaCry. 

- If target is vulnerable to EternalBlue:
- use EternalBlue to deliver DoublePulsar 
- Use DoublePulsar to infects the machine with WannaCry 



WannaCry / WannaCrypt Attack

- Within a day the code was reported to have infected more than 230,000 computers in over 150 
countries

- ~70K devices (computers, MRI scanners, blood-storage refrigerators) in England’s National Health 
Service were estimated to be affected and some non-critical emergencies and ambulances were 
diverted 



- WannaCry gets “accidentally” stopped because Marcus Hutchins---a free-lance(ish) security geek---began 
reverse-engineering the code and noticed a domain 

- Domain was unregistered and it turned out to be a baked in “kill-switch” with the following logic
- If: domain is unregistered, continue with infection
- Else: stop the encryption/infection 

- Marcus quickly registered the domain name and the infection stopped (and for the most part doesn’t reach the US) 



Why do hacker groups generally operate out of Russia, 
North Korea, China? 

- “Anti-western” philosophies
- Good STEM education 
- Russia in particular: Russian law only applies to crime against Russia

- No pushback from government; sometimes, even encouragement 
- North Korea in particular: Goal is to fund nuclear

weapons program despite international sanctions Installing a Russian 
keyboard deters 
Russian attackers 
from compromising 
the device



How are botnets/``contagions” designed from 
a systems perspective?



C&C Botnet Anatomy

- Centralized “command and control” (C&C) 
server that instructs the bots what to do

- C&C server will likely have multiple domains that 
the bots can reach it over

- Complicates the process of shutting down botnet: need 
to take down all domains, can’t just take down the actual 
server

- C&C server will likely be hosted on a 
“bulletproof” server



Mirai Botnet 

- Command and Control botnet
- At its peak, infected over 600K IoT devices (routers, cameras, printers, etc)
- In 2016, orchestrated one of the largest DDoS attacks at 623 Gbps on 

https://krebsonsecurity.com/  and against  DYN (DNS provider) that  GitHub, 
HBO, Twitter, Reddit, PayPal, Netflix, and Airbnb all rely on

- Code leaked online -> TONS of new variants

https://krebsonsecurity.com/




Taking down C&C botnets

- Take control of C&C server
- Issue remediation commands to 

compromised devices as if C&C had 
issued them

- Bots think they’re taking orders from 
C&C and clear out the malware



Taking down C&C botnets

- Botnet run by Russian military 
hacking group Fancy Bear

- Commodity malware “Moobot” 
repurposed to log in to routers 
with default admin passwords

- Moobot is a Mirai variant… it 
haunts us still

- February 2024 (last week!): FBI 
takedown



Taking down C&C botnets

- “KV Botnet” run by Chinese 
state-sponsored hacking group 
Volt Typhoon

- Provided cover for group 
working to infiltrate US critical 
infrastructure

- Botnet targeted vulnerable 
end-of-life routers

- January 2024: FBI takedown



Sidenote: State-sponsored hacker working hours

Source: 
https://blog.lumen.com/routers-roasting-on-an-
open-firewall-the-kv-botnet-investigation/



Sidenote: State-sponsored hacker working hours

They’re working a 9-5 job!Source: 
https://blog.lumen.com/routers-roasting-on-an-
open-firewall-the-kv-botnet-investigation/



Peer2Peer Botnet Anatomy



Peer2Peer Botnet Anatomy
- “Nodes/Peers”: Servers that are 

able to receive incoming 
connections (i.e., not behind a 
NAT/Firewall)

- “Workers”: Servers that cannot 
receive incoming connections

- Commands circulate the P2P 
network by passing commands 
between peers

- Commands get passed to a worker 
once it reaches out



Peer2Peer Botnet Anatomy
- When a worker joins the botnet it 

is given a list of IP addresses 
(peers) to connect to. 

- Long list of candidates ensures that 
all peers need to be taken down for 
new bots to join

- If all peers get taken 
down...existing bots may 
continue to carry out existing 
attack



Dismantling P2P Botnets
- Need to introduce many 

“deceptive” peers into the network 
- Introduce by advertise the peer as a 

new “infected” peer
- “deceptive” : peers with the intention of 

taking down the botnet)

- Have the peers provide workers 
with peer IP addresses that only 
belong to “deceptive” peers

- “Deceptive” peers/workers will 
soon become a majority of the 
network

- At some point, use “deceptive” 
network to tell workers to stop



Mozi Botnet

- Peer-to-Peer botnet
- Discovered in 2019 and supposedly has > 1.5 million peers (majority in 

China)
- Uses the Distributed Hash Table (DHT) protocol (i.e., Bittorrent protocol)
- Mostly infects Netgear, D-Link and Huawei routers -> Microsoft shared that 

botnet can perform MitM and spoofing attacks
- July 2021: Mozi botnet authors arrested by Chinese law enforcement
- August-September 2023: Sudden drop in botnet activity and activation of 

botnet “kill switch”
- Nobody claimed credit for takedown



Bulletproof Hosting



Bulletproof Hosting 

- Operators allow/assist in hosting abusive content
- “Basic building block” of malicious activity (proxy, command & control)



Bulletproof Hosting 

“Static” hosting: organization owns and operates 
infrastructure/networks/ASes 

(+) Independent, “stable”



Bulletproof Hosting 

“Static” hosting: organization owns and operates 
infrastructure/networks/ASes 

(+) Independent, “stable”

(-)  Easily blocked at the AS-level (other ASes would de-peer with them)

(-) Servers at risk of getting seized



Bullet-Proof Hosting 

“Agile” hosting: rent/resell infrastructure from legitimate (cheap, often 
under-invest in security) ISPs

(+) Malicious traffic mixed with benign traffic -> hard to block



Bullet-Proof Hosting 

“Agile” hosting: rent/resell infrastructure from legitimate (cheap, often 
under-invest in security) ISPs

(+) Malicious traffic mixed with benign traffic -> hard to block

(-) Upstream providers can get angry, infrastructure can get shut-down



MaxiDed bulletproof hosting

- Maxided uses 395 unique upstream 
ASes 

- $ 3.3M revenue





“Neutral Hosting”



What terms of services/ acceptable use policies should benign 
hosting providers have? 

Specifically prohibit harassing or abusive content, including racially or ethnically offensive content

- e.g., OVH, Digital Ocean 

Disavow sites that incite violence, but do not extend to hate speech or misinformation

- e.g., GoDaddy, Amazon, Unified Layer, WordPress, Fastly

Content-neutral: “cannot remove material from the Internet that is hosted by others”

- e.g., Cloudflare
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Misinformation

- extreme bias 
- (breitbart.com)

- peddle conspiracy theories or bigoted propaganda 
- (infowars.com, barenakedislam.com)

- promote junk science 
- (naturalnews.com).



For example, study shows that believing misinformation is correlated with avoiding vaccines

Misinformation has real-world consequences and costs lives



Misinformation websites often migrate to Cloudflare to 
seek protection from vigilante DDoS attacks

- Misinformation 
websites are 1.7x 
more likely to be 
hosted on Cloudflare 
compared to a 
mainstream site (due 
to free DDoS 
protections)



A handful of advertisers disproportionately support 
misinformation

- A mis-information 
website is 114x 
more likely to use 
RevContent than 
a mainstream 
website



What terms of services/ acceptable use policies should benign hosting 
providers have? 

Do misinformation and DoS attacks have similar consequences? Should they 
be treated the same?



The End. 
But take CS 155 and CS 356 if you want more!


